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George Ioannou is an Associate Professor of Operations and Business Processes Management at the Department of Management Science and Technology at AUEB and head of the Operations Management and ERP Systems Research Centre of the Management Sciences Laboratory. He has been Assistant Professor at the Industrial and Systems Engineering Department of Virginia Tech and Head of the Manufacturing Systems Integration Laboratory there. His research focuses on the
analysis, design, and optimization of operations systems and business processes, combining advanced network and computational technologies with operational research models and methods. He has graduated from the Mechanical Engineering Faculty at National Technical University of Athens, from the Centre for Robotics and Automated Systems in Imperial College of Science, Technology, and Medicine (scholarship SERC) and from the Computer Integrated Manufacturing Lab of Institute for Systems Research, University of Maryland (scholarship by National Science Foundation).

**Valentina Janev**, MSc, is a Senior Researcher at the Mihailo Pupin Institute, Belgrade, Serbia. Since 1996 she has participated in design, development, and implementation of many business Information Systems, first as a Software Engineer and later as a Consultant. She is actively involved in scientific projects financed by the Serbian Ministry of Science, as well in EU FP6 and FP7 projects. Her recent interests include Semantic Web, applications of semantic technologies and W3C standards in the knowledge management field, and knowledge management architectures for R&D organizations. She is an author of more than 30 published papers, some of them in international journals and books.

**Wen-Jang (Kenny) Jih** is a Professor of Computer Information Systems of the Jennings A. Jones College of Business at the Middle Tennessee State University. He obtained his doctorate degree in business computer Information Systems from the University of North Texas in 1985. His recent research interests include: e-commerce, m-commerce, knowledge management, customer relationship management, and innovative instructional methods in Information Systems.

**Dimitrios N. Koufopoulos** (B.Sc., MBA, PhD MCMI, FIMC) is Senior Lecturer in the Brunel Business School. His work has appeared in the *European Marketing Academy Conference, British Academy of Management and Strategic Management Society Proceedings*, and in various journals like *Long Range Planning Journal, Journal of Strategic Change, Journal of Financial Services Marketing, Corporate Ownership and Control*, and *Corporate Board*. His research interests are on strategic planning systems, top management teams, corporate governance, and corporate strategies.

**Ana Lampret** has been involved in the IT business solutions since 2003, mostly in ERP, but also CRM. Her professional experience in IT includes Business Solutions Sales Manager at Adacta Software (2003-2007, www.adacta-group.com), and Partner Technology Specialist at Microsoft Slovenia (2007-2008, www.microsoft.com/slovenia/dynamics). Currently she manages the ERP sales in all Balkan mar-
kets for SRC group (www.src.si). Her responsibilities have included acquiring new projects, key account management, and project implementation methodology design. Prior to that, Ana worked in the financial industry (1999-2000, sales consultant at Poteza Stock Broking, www.poteza.si; 2000-2003, sales consultant at First Pension Company/Prva pokojninska druzba, www.prva.net), when she was involved in the project of the internal CRM system implementation (custom design). Ana got her B.A. in Politics and Economics at the University of York, UK in 1999 (http://www.york.ac.uk/depts/pep/). She obtained her International Baccalaureate degree (A-level equivalent) at the United World College of the Adriatic, Duino, Italy (www.uwcad.it).

**Margi Levy** is an Associate Professor in the Enterprise Group at Warwick Business School, University of Warwick. Before becoming an academic she worked as an IS consultant with Coopers and Lybrand in W. Australia, for a number of financial and software development organizations in London. She has published in a number of journals: Information and Management, Journal of Strategic Information Systems, European Journal of Information Systems, Information Resource Management Journal, International Journal of Technology Management, and Small Business Economics. She is the co-author with Philip Powell of the first book to address the study of information strategies for SMEs: Strategies for Growth in SMEs: the role of information and Information Systems, Butterworth Heinemann, 2005. She is currently researching into IS adoption of new and innovative technologies in SMEs and also the role of intermediaries in SME IS adoption.

**Daniel Lübke** is a Research Assistant at the software group at the Leibniz Universität Hannover. He has worked as software developer and trainer before and is currently researching in the fields Service-Oriented Architecture. Further research interests include Agile Software Development.

**Efrem Mallach** has taught MIS at the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth since 2003. Prior to that, his career encompassed teaching (Boston College, UMass Lowell, where he served as department chair) and industry (Director of Strategic Planning, Honeywell Information Systems; Division General Manager, General Systems Group; CEO, Kensington Group Inc.). Perhaps because of this varied background, his interests focus on explaining the real world to his students and other audiences. Dr. Mallach has a B.S.E. degree from Princeton University, an MBA from Boston University, and a Ph.D. from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

**Jaideep Motwani**, Ph.D., is a Professor and the Chair of the Management Department at Grand Valley State University. He received his Ph.D. degree in Operations Management from University of North Texas. His research interests include

**Eric W. T. Ngai** is an Associate Professor in the Department of Management and Marketing at The Hong Kong Polytechnic University. His research interests are in the areas of e-commerce, decision support systems, supply chain systems, and knowledge management systems. He has published in a number of journals including *IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics*, *Journal of Operations Management*, *Decision Support Systems*, *Information & Management*, *Production & Operations Management*, and others. He serves on editorial board of six international journals. Dr Ngai has received the Faculty Award for Outstanding Performance/Achievement in Teaching (2003-2004).

**Aidan O’Connor** is a Professor of Strategy and International Business at ESCEM École Supérieure de Commerce et de Management, France, and is also Academic Director of the Masters specialization in International Business and Management. He was awarded a Postgraduate Diploma in Statistics and a Master of Science in Economics from Trinity College, University of Dublin, Ireland. He obtained his Doctorate from the Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales, Université de Lausanne, Switzerland. He has extensive experience in management, especially in research and planning and risk management, and academic experience in several European countries. Dr. O’Connor is also Visiting Professor of Strategy at the Universität Osnabrück, Germany. He was also awarded a Fellowship by the Council of Europe. His research interests focus on strategy, industrial organization, and international trade. His book *Trade, Investment and Competition in International Banking* was recently published by Palgrave and he is the editor of *Managing Economies, Trade and International Business* to be published by Palgrave in 2009.

**Philip Powell** is Deputy Dean, Professor of Information Management, and was Director of the Centre for Information Management in the School of Management at the University of Bath. Formerly, he was Professor of Information Systems, University of London, and Director of the Information Systems Research Unit at Warwick Business School. He is the author of seven books on Information Systems
and financial modeling. His work has been published in over 90 international journals and over 100 conferences. He is Managing Editor of the Information Systems Journal and associate editor and editorial board member of a number of other journals. He is a past President of the UK Academy for Information Systems. His research concerns the role and use of Information Systems in organizations, especially issues of strategy and evaluation in the context of small firms. More recently he has contributed to research on e-business and knowledge management.

Layth Sliman completed his Diploma in Computer Engineering, then he obtained his Master’s and Ph.D. in Information Systems. Since 2003, he underwent many research period and technical training courses in Information and Communication Technologies, mainly in India, and Japan. During the period 2000-2010, he worked as a tele-informatics teacher, in INSA Lyon, visiting researcher in University of the Ryukyus -Japan, a post doctorate at ENIT-Tarbes, France. Presently, he is Assistant Professor at EFREI Engineering School, France.

Simona Sternad is senior lecturer of Information Systems at the School of Economics and business at the University of Maribor where she received a Master of Science degree in 2005. Her research areas are business process reengineering, ERP solutions and e-business solutions, implementation of ERP solutions, and maintenance of ERP solutions. Her bibliography includes more than 50 articles, conference papers, research reports, et cetera. She collaborates in several courses in undergraduate level (E-business, Introduction to Information Systems, E- Finance and E- Banking, Enterprise Resource Planning Solutions, E-Business Information Systems) and several courses in Master of Science program (Business Information Solutions, Strategic Management Issues in E-business). Simona Sternad also cooperates with some companies in Slovenia as a consultant.

Chia-Ming (Jimmy) Sun is the Assistant Professor of the Accounting Department at the National Yunlin University of Science & Technology in Taiwan. He received his Ph.D. in information management from Chiao-Tung University. Research interests include IT strategy and planning and enterprise Information Systems. He has the industrial background that worked as IS manager and consultant in manufacturing companies.

Kathryn Szabat is an Associate Professor of Statistics and Operations Research at LaSalle University. She received her PhD in Statistics, with cognate field in Operations Research, from the Wharton School of University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Szabat provides statistical advice to numerous business, non-business, and academic communities. Her current research interests include collaborative applied research
on student performance in education and making statistics more effective in schools of business.

**Antonio Trigo**, is a PhD candidate in Information Systems at Universidade de Trás-os-Montes e Alto Douro. Currently he teaches at Escola Superior de Gestão e Tecnologia de Oliveira do Hospital of the Instituto Politécnico de Coimbra. His research interests include IS management, IS strategy, IS function, and organizational impacts of IT/IS solutions. António has more than five years experience as a software developer having produced IT/IS solutions for such companies as Portugal Telecom, Cabo Verde Telecom, Meditel and Telesp Celular.

**João Varajão** is currently a Professor at the Department of Engineering of the University of Trás-os-Montes e Alto Douro, where he teaches undergraduate and postgraduate courses. He supervises several Msc and PhD projects in the domain of Information Systems management, enterprise Information Systems, and electronic business systems. He earned his PhD and MSc from the University of Minho, Portugal. He is the author of several books, refereed publications, and communications at international conferences.

**Sanja Vraneš** is jointly appointed as a Scientific Director of the Mihailo Pupin Institute and as a Professor of Computer Science at the University of Belgrade. Since 1999 she has been engaged as a United Nations Expert for Information Technologies, and from 2003 as an EU Expert for intelligent content and semantics area. Her research interests include Semantic Web, knowledge management, intelligent agents, e-collaboration, decision support systems, multicriteria analysis algorithms, et cetera. In these areas she has published over 150 scientific papers. She serves as a reviewer of respectable international journals, like IEEE Transaction on Computer, IEEE Intelligent Systems magazine, and also as a reviewer and evaluator of EU FP6 and FP7 projects. She has also served as a project leader and/or principal architect of more than 20 complex software projects. She is a member of IEEE, ACM, and AAAI. She is also a member of Serbian Academy of Engineering Sciences and of National Scientific Council.

**Lorraine Warren** is Deputy Director of Postgraduate Education, and a Senior Lecturer in Entrepreneurship and Innovation at the School of Management, University of Southampton in the United Kingdom. She researches the processes of high technology/high growth entrepreneurship and innovation in dynamic emergent sectors such as the creative industries in the digital economy. She has presented at international conferences and has published widely in peer reviewed journals. She has worked on a number of funded research projects with universities in the US
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and Russia, and has advised Russian technology institutes on issues of technology transfer. She is a member of the British Academy of Management and an Associate of the Chartered Management Institute.

Kristi Wenrich has been working in the IT industry for a decade. She has a Master of Software Engineering degree from The Pennsylvania State University School of Graduate Professional Studies and a B.S. in Computer Science from Temple University. Her research interests include software engineering, requirements engineering, ERP systems, and knowledge management.